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ANNEXURE C 
 

EAST CAPE CYCLING CYCLISTS FUNDING 

 
2018/11/17 

 
 

Final 
 

 

1. PURPOSE 

1.1. The purpose of this document is to explain and set out the ground rules for funding of 

individuals who are competing in cycling events outside the province of the Eastern Cape. 

 

2. MINIMUM CRITERIA FOR EVENT PARTICIPATION 

2.1.  The event must be a CSA sanctioned event or UCI sanctioned event 

2.2. The individual must be licenced through a club which is affiliated to East Cape Cycling. 

2.3. The individual must have participated in the 12 months preceding the application in at least 

40% of the provincial or district organised events on the ECC calendar in the discipline for 

which funding is required, thereby showing commitment to the district and province by 

participating in these local cycling events in the area. 

2.4. Any individual requesting funding must undergo the expense and claim back after returning 

from the event. This ensures commitment from the individual to participate irrespective of 

receiving or not receiving funding rather than participating because funding is available. 

2.5. Only in the event when a team is requesting funding, as in the case of a Provincial Event or 

Youth Festival, will the funds be paid in advance. If any funding has been paid and the 

event gets cancelled or riders withdraw, and no expense has been incurred by the team / 

riders, the full amount must be paid back to East Cape Cycling. In the case that expenses 

has been incurred the outstanding amounts must be refunded to East Cape Cycling. 

  

3. APPLICATION FOR FUNDING 

3.1. Application for funding must be made in writing to the East Cape Cycling Executive, who 

will evaluate the application and make a decision based on the application and funds 

availability in the province’s bank account.  
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4. MAXIMUM FUNDING THAT CAN BE PROVIDED 

Funding is subject to availability of funds by East Cape Cycling. The amounts quoted below are 

the maximum amounts that can be expected, but can be less and the amount actually paid is up to 

the sole discretion of East Cape Cycling Executive. 

4.1. World Championships (Abroad) – Maximum R5000 per individual 

4.2. World Championships (within South Africa) – Maximum R1500 per individual 

4.3. Masters World Championships (Abroad) – Maximum R3000 per individual 

4.4. Masters World Championships (within South Africa) – Maximum R1000 per individual 

4.5. National Championships – none per individual unless East Cape Cycling selects a team to 

represent the province at the National Championships, then maximum R500 per individual 

is applicable. 

4.6. Licenced Vets Tours – none per individual unless East Cape Cycling selects a team to 

represent the province at the Licenced Vets Tour, then maximum R500 per individual is 

applicable. 

4.7. Provincial Events - none per individual unless East Cape Cycling selects a team to 

represent the province at the Provincial Event, then the following applies: 

- Entry fee for select riders will be paid by province 

4.7.1. Provincial event held within East Cape borders 

- Petrol for travelling by members from outside the place of the event venue will be 

paid to the team manager who must distribute it to the applicable team members who 

have travelled. A maximum of R1000 will be allocated for this purpose. 

- Accommodation for out of town riders will be maximum R300 per night per rider. This 

is only applicable to the selected rider and any other person accompanying the rider, 

their accommodation is for their own account. 

4.7.2. Provincial event held outside the East Cape borders 

- Petrol for travelling by members from outside the place of the event venue will be 

paid to the team manager who must distribute it to the applicable team members who 

have travelled. A maximum of R2000 will be allocated for this purpose. 

- Accommodation for all selected riders will be maximum R300 per night per rider. This 

is only applicable to the selected rider and any other person accompanying the rider/s, 

their accommodation is for their own account. 

4.8. Youth Festivals - none per individual unless East Cape Cycling selects a team to represent 

the province at the Youth Festival, then the following applies: 
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- Entry fee for select riders will be paid by province 

- Petrol to a maximum of R5000 will be paid for the team to get to the festival. The 

provincial organiser of the festival team must distribute to the parties providing the 

transport for the team. 

- Accommodation for all selected riders will be a maximum of R15000 for the team for the 

festival. This is only applicable to accommodate the selected riders and any other person 

accompanying the riders, their accommodation is for their own account. 


